**ATTN: DARREN**

9/16/15

Date

**THIS IS NOT A CLAIM FORM**

Compressor/Cooling Performance Checkout Procedures For Coleman® Mach® Air Conditioners/Heat Pumps

**This form is tracked and to be used only once!**

THE INFORMATION IN THIS SECTION NEEDS TO BE FILLED OUT IN ALL CASES

Section 1

A/C model number 48004-969

Service Center

A/C serial number 140816074

Address

Retail date of purchase

City, State, Zip

Voltage to unit volts

Phone No.

Outdoor temperature degrees

Fax No. 844 777 5999

P.O. Number

Technicians Name

Section 2

1. Does the compressor attempt to start? yes no

2. If running, what is the amperage draw of the compressor? (Black wire at compressor)

3. Is the compressor tripping the overload? or the 115 VAC circuit breaker?

4. If yes to Question 3, what is the amp draw at the time of trip?

5. If so, is the PTCR/Start Capacitor good? (A visual inspection is required)

Section 3

To complete the following, you MUST start and run the unit in the HIGH COOL position for 15-20 minutes Prior to taking any measurements. !!!DO NOT USE LASER THERMOMETER!!!

Temperature at Return air grill degrees F. Temperature at supply register degrees F.

Section 4

NOTE: The person signing this form must verify and guarantee the information as Recorded above is truthful and accurate.

IF THE AIR CONDITIONER IS RETURNED TO US, AND OUR DIAGNOSTIC CHECKOUT PROVES THE AIR CONDITIONER IS OPERATING PROPERLY, YOUR FIRM WILL BE CHARGED FOR THE AIR CONDITIONER AND ASSOCIATED FREIGHT COSTS.

!BY SIGNING THIS FORM, YOU AGREE TO THESE TERMS!

Responsible party's signature Date

Fill out this form completely and fax to RV Products Customer Service Dept. at 316-832-3417

For RV Products Use Only

PLEASE REMOVE CARD
Over the years of running a mobile RV repair service, having a dedicated place to access service manuals for all the different appliances and components found on RVs was something that I always had a desire to create.

I hope this resource makes your RV repairs easier, as it has mine, but please be careful and follow proper safety practices when attempting to repair your own RV.

If in doubt, please consult with a professional RV technician!

All service manuals provided on www.myrvworks.com are believed to be released for distribution and/or in the public domain.